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Abstract—This paper presents our work to enhance the back-
ground music (BGM) in DareFightingICE by adding adaptive
features. The adaptive BGM consists of three different categories
of instruments playing the BGM of the winner sound design
from the 2022 DareFightingICE Competition. The BGM adapts
by changing the volume of each category of instruments. Each
category is connected to a different element of the game. We
then run experiments to evaluate the adaptive BGM by using
a deep reinforcement learning AI agent that only uses audio as
input (Blind DL AI). The results show that the performance of
the Blind DL AI improves while playing with the adaptive BGM
as compared to playing without the adaptive BGM.

Index Terms—adaptive BGM, Rule-based adaptive back-
ground music, background music.

I. INTRODUCTION

This research focuses on video game music in fighting
games and how to use it to enhance players’ experience.
In fighting games, background music (BGM) should change
in response to the dynamic action, creating suspense and
excitement as the players engage in combat.

Our work is based on the DareFightingICE Competition,
which has two tracks: Sound Design Track and AI Track [1].
The competition has run at the IEEE Conference on Games
since 2022. The platform for this competition is DareFight-
ingICE – an enhanced version of FightingICE [2].

The goal of this research is to create an adaptive BGM
by modifying the BGM of DareFightingICE, and evaluate the
performance of the adaptive BGM by using a deep learning
AI agent that only uses audio as input (Blind DL AI) [3]. Our
research focuses on giving players information about the state
of the game through the BGM. We are also the first group
to use multiple instruments’ volumes in the adaptation of a
BGM.

II. RELATED WORK

Since our research touches on the topic of adaptive fighting
game music, we describe a few fighting games that have
adaptive BGM.

Adaptive or dynamic, as it is called in commercial fighting
games, music has been used in a few fighting games in the
past. The most prominent examples are Killer Instinct, Tekken
7, and Them’s Fightin’ Herds. For Takken 7, many states have
a more intense version of the BGM being played for the last

Fig. 1. Outline of Adaptive BGM.

round. Them’s Fightin’ Herds mixes in bits of each character’s
themes depending on who’s winning. Lastly, Killer Instinct has
multiple layers to its adaptive BGM that changes according to
the movement of the players as well as the actions of the
players.

While adaptive BGM exists in fighting games, it is used to
enhance the overall gaming experience of the players, however,
currently, no BGM gives information to players such as the
distance between players, and the amount of health points (HP)
remaining for both players. It is also worth noting that adaptive
music exists in games outside of fighting games as well,
but since our focus is on fighting games, we only discussed
adaptive music in this genre.

III. RULE-BASED ADAPTIVE BGM

In this research, we propose an adaptive BGM that adapts
to player actions and the players’ in-game positions. The
proposed adaptive BGM consists of three different categories
of instruments playing the BGM available in the winning
sound design from the 2022 DareFightingICE competition.
The BGM’s instruments were separated using an AI service
called Moises [4]. The resulting three different instrument
groups are the Drums, the Strings, and the Others category
available after the separation. The BGM adjusts by altering
the loudness of the instruments. The game elements in use are
both players’ HP and the distance between the two players
(PD). The HP is the number of hits a player can take before
losing. The design of the proposed adaptive BGM is illustrated
in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1, the strings are connected to player 1’s HP, and
the others are connected to player 2’s HP. Lastly, the drums
are connected to PD.979-8-3503-2277-4/23/$31.00 ©2023 IEEE
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The maximum HP for one player per round is 400, and the
PD is 800 pixels horizontally. The HP of both players and their
PD are divided into different levels to change the volumes of
the different groups of instruments gradually. The levels are
empirically selected due to the lack of existing research when
it comes to adaptive BGM using volume modulation.

The levels for HP are 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, and
50, which are connected to the respective instrument group’s
volume levels of 75%, 60%, 55%, 40%, 35%, 25%, and 10%
respectively. For PD, the levels are 800, 600, 500, 400, 300,
60, and 0, which are connected to the drums’ volume levels
of 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, and 75%.

The adaptive BGM is created in DareFightingICE. Since
there has been a recent update to the DareFightingICE plat-
form from version 5.2 (used in the 2022 competition) to
version 6.0, we use the latest version.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

For evaluation of the adaptive BGM, we conducted an
objective evaluation, the details of which are as follows.

We use the aforementioned Blind DL AI. Our protocol for
this evaluation is to train the Blind DL AI with and without
the adaptive BGM and then compare the performances of the
AI agents. We hypothesize that if the performance of the Blind
DL AI is better with the adaptive BGM then the adaptive BGM
conveys useful information. we did not compare our approach
with previous approaches since they do not exist when it comes
to fighting games.

We trained the Blind DL AI for 900 rounds on DareFight-
ingICE (1 game has 3 rounds) against MCTSAI23i, a sample
agent in the 2023 competition using Monte-Carlo tree search
[5]. The same approach was used in the 2022 competition to
train the Blind DL AI.

We used similar environments as in the 2022 DareFighting-
ICE Competition. More specifically, six computers were used
that have the same specification, i.e., CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R)
W-2135 CPU@ 3.70GHz 3.70 GHz, RAM: 16 GB, GPU:
NVIDIA Quadro P1000 4GB VRAM, and OS: Windows 10.

A. Results

Since the Blind DL AI had three different audio encoders
[2] as an option, the experiments were run on each encoder
for both versions, i.e., one-dimensional Convolutional Neural
Network (1D-CNN), Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), and Mel-
Spectrogram (Mel-Spec).

We evaluated the performance of each trained Blind DL AI
by making it fight against the aforementioned opponent AI
agent for 90 rounds. The ratio of the number of wins1 over
90 rounds (n = 90), Eqn. (1), and the average HP difference
at the end of round r between the trained AI agent and its
opponent, Eqn. (2), are then calculated. The equations and
details above are taken from previous work [3].

1In the game, the round winner is either the one with a non-zero HP while
its opponent’s HP has reached zero or the one with the higher HP when the
round-length limit of 60 s has reached.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF THE BLIND DL AI WITH WINNER SOUND DESIGN OF
THE 2022 DAREFIGHTINGICE COMPETITION IN DAREFIGHINGICE 6.0.

Sound design Encoder winratio avgHPdiff

Winner 1D-CNN 0.54 12.66
Winner FFT 0.52 27.03
Winner Mel-spectrogram 0.56 34.23

Winner Adaptive 1D-CNN 0.81 101.17
Winner Adaptive FFT 0.94 136.14
Winner Adaptive Mel-spectrogram 0.68 74.56

winratio =
winning rounds

n
(1)

avgHPdiff =

∑r=n
r=1 (HP self

r −HP opp
r )

n
(2)

As shown from the results in Table I, the Blind DL AI
performs better with the adaptive BGM. For each encoder,
Blind DL AI also performs better with our adaptive BGM.
This proves our hypothesis that the adaptive BGM provides
useful information with FFT being the best encoder. Example
gameplay videos of blind DL AI with each audio encoder,
where the blind DL AI is player 1 and MCTSAI23i is player 2,
as well as the separated audio file of each group of instruments
and the modified code for the adaptive BGM, can be found
on this link2. On the day of the presentation we will ask for
volunteers from the audience to test our adaptive BGM.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a rule-based adaptive background
music (BGM) system that consists of three different categories
of instruments playing the BGM of the winner sound design
from the 2022 DareFightingICE Competition. The proposed
adaptive BGM adapts by changing the volumes of the different
categories of instruments. Each category is connected to a
different element of the game. The paper also showed that the
performance of a deep reinforcement learning AI agent using
only audio data as its input, called Blind DL AI, improved
while playing with the adaptive BGM as compared to playing
without it.
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